Abstract: Quadruplex DNA structures are attracting an enormous interest in many areas of chemistry, ranging from chemical biology, supramolecular chemistry to nanoscience. We have prepared carbohydrate-DNA conjugates containing the oligonucleotide sequences of Gquadruplexes (thrombin binding aptamer (TBA) and human telomere (TEL)), measured their thermal stability and studied their structure in solution by using NMR and molecular dynamics. The solution structure of a fucose-TBA conjugate shows stacking interactions between the carbohydrate and the DNA G-tetrad in addition to hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic contacts. We have also shown that attaching carbohydrates at the 5'-end of a quadruplex telomeric sequence can alter its folding topology. These results suggest the possibility of modulating the folding of the G-quadruplex by linking carbohydrates and have clear implications in molecular recognition and the design of new G-quadruplex ligands.
Introduction
G-quadruplexes consist of a square arrangement of guanines (G-tetrad), stabilized by Hoogsteen hydrogen-bonding and by monovalent cations (especially potassium) coordinated in the center, located between two G-tetrads. The in vivo evidence of the existence of G-quadruplexes at telomeres [1] and oncogene promoters, [2] as well as their role in controlling different biological processes, [3] have converted them in primary research targets for therapeutical applications. [4] Consequently, a variety of ligands has been designed and prepared to bind Gquadruplexes as a new class of anticancer drugs. Some examples of quadruplex binders have been reported to bind through groove specific contacts of the quadruplex structure. [5] However, most quadruplex ligands described to date use aromatic π-stacking as the main driving force for binding on the G-tetrad platform. [6] In addition, G-quadruplexes are a very attractive motif in the development of structural and functional supramolecular assemblies, [7] and in DNA-based nanodevices. [8] The possibility of modulating the physicochemical properties of a G-quadruplex by its conjugation to small molecules is also being explored, especially through attaching large aromatic groups. [9] We have used carbohydrate oligonucleotide conjugates (COCs) to study carbohydrate-DNA interactions in double helices adapting a dangling end DNA model system traditionally used to study π-π stacking interactions.
[10] The sugar moiety is attached to the 5'-end of the DNA sequence in our COCs. In previous work, we observed that natural highly polar carbohydrates stack onto the terminal DNA base pair of a duplex through CH/π interactions. [11] However, DNA stability is only increased when the sugars stack on C-G or G-C base pairs. If COCs contained permethylated carbohydrates, apolar versions of the natural sugars, a notable increase in double-stranded DNA stability was found in comparison with the natural polyhydroxylated mono-and disaccharide DNA conjugates. Moreover, these apolar carbohydrates are also capable of stabilizing duplexes with A-T or T-A terminal base-pairs. [12] We hypothesized that the CH-π pseudo hydrogen-bonds in addition to the higher hydrophobicity imparted by the methyl groups are responsible for duplex stabilization.
Due to the relevance of the G-quadruplex DNA and RNA structures we decided to explore the possible carbohydrate-DNA interactions in a G-quadruplex context. Herein we describe the preparation of COCs containing the oligonucleotide sequence of a G-quadruplex and sugars attached to the 5'-end. The idea was to examine the possibility of carbohydrate interactions on top of the nearby G-tetrad and investigate how these contacts could affect quadruplex stability and structure. We have prepared COCs containing the thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA) and the human telomere (TEL) sequences in which the carbohydrates were covalently linked through an ethylene glycol spacer ( Figure 1 ). Saccharides conjugated to a Gquadruplex-forming sequence (5'-TGGGAG) have been reported previously as anti-HIV agents. [13] The TBA sequence ( Figure 1A ) was selected due to the detailed knowledge of its 3D structure [14] and because of the high number of chemically modified TBA sequences (containing reverse natural bases, [15] extra natural bases, [16] modified bases, [17] and unnatural nucleosides [18] ) and TBA conjugates (linked to small molecules [19] and to nanostructures).
[20] 
Results and Discussion
The COCs were synthesized by using standard solid-phase oligonucleotide automatic synthesis. Mono-and disaccharides were covalently bound to the TBA sequence by using the corresponding carbohydrate phosphoramidite derivative ( Figure 1 and Figure 2 ). [11, 21] β-D-glucose, β-D-galactose and β-D-fucose were selected monsaccarides, whereas β-D-maltose, β-D-lactse ans β-D-cellobiose were the chosen disaccharides. Also, two apolar sugars, permethylated glucose and maltose, were attached to the TBA sequence by using a similar synthetic strategy [12] .
The thermal stability of the carbohydrate TBA conjugates was measured by UV-monitored thermal denaturation experiments in a pH 7.0 cacodylate buffer containing KCl (100 mM) ( Table 1 ). All COCs containing natural carbohydrates (4-9) showed a lower thermal stability than the natural TBA (1) . The reduction in T m values ranges from 5.7 to 6.8 ºC. However, it is important to note that the addition of a phosphate group at the 5'-end of the TBA quadruplex (compound 2) provokes a destabilization of 4.5 ºC with respect to unmodified TBA 1. Furthermore, when the spacer is attached to the TBA sequence (compound 3) the decrease of T m in comparison with TBA is 7.5 ºC. Therefore, compound 3 must be considered the proper control to evaluate the carbohydrate contribution to the thermal stability of the different conjugates. Thus, ∆T m values of the natural carbohydrate TBA conjugates (4-9) with respect to the spacer-TBA conjugate (3) indicate an increase in stability between 0.7 and 1.8 ºC (see right column on Table 1 ). Thermodynamic analysis of the UV melting-curves were obtained by curve-fitting as described in the literature. [22] Free energies confirmed the trend observed in the T m values. Moreover, a greater enthalpic contribution to the stability of their folded structure is observed in all carbohydrate-TBA conjugates with respect to the spacer-TBA conjugate (3) and to natural TBA (1), which could be attributed to the new molecular interactions between carbohydrates and the G-quadruplex. A similar scenario is observed when apolar carbohydrates are bound to the 5'-end of the TBA oligonucleotide. COCs containing permethylated glucose and maltose (10 and 11) also show a decrease in T m values in comparison with TBA (4.7 and 10.1 ºC, respectively). Nevertheless, the TBA conjugate with the apolar version of glucose (10) is 2.8 ºC more stable than the control spacer-TBA (3) contributing to moderately improved TBA stability. The addition of the natural and sugars to the conjugate 3 is able to recover, to some extent, the TBA G-quadruplex stability. These results indicate that favorable carbohydrate-DNA interactions are taking place.
We also measured the thermal stability of oligonucleotide TBA sequences with an extra base at the 5'-end (thymidine, sequence 12 and adenine, sequence 13). A decrease in T m value was observed for both sequences (6.0 and 6.3 ºC, respectively) with respect to the unmodified TBA (1) . Comparable results were obtained by Smirnov et al.; [23] these values are similar to those obtained for COCs with the natural carbohydrates and a similar behavior could be envisioned. It is important to note that here the "spacer" of the natural aromatic base is deoxyribose, which is conformationally more restricted than ethylene glycol, the spacer used for the mono-and disaccharide TBA conjugates.
To confirm that the observed increased stability in COCs is due to carbohydrate-G-tetrad interaction, the structure of TBA-carbohydrate conjugates containing two mono-and three disaccharides (compounds 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) was studied by NMR spectroscopy, circular dichroism (CD), and gel electrophoresis. CD spectra clearly show that all conjugates adopt antiparallel G-quadruplex structures (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Gel electrophoresis experiments conducted under nondenaturating conditions show single bands for monosaccharide-TBA conjugates, running as the native TBA. However, two bands are observed for the disaccharide-TBA conjugates ( Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). Since the melting temperatures of these conjugates do not depend on oligonucleotide concentration (Table S1 in the Supporting Information), we conclude that the two bands observed in the gels correspond to two monomeric species with different conformations. 
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The imino proton region of the NMR spectra clearly indicates that all conjugates adopt a quadruplex structure with two guanine tetrads ( Figure  S3 in the Supporting Information). Exchangeable proton signals could be assigned on the basis of the strong similarity between the spectra of the conjugates and the unmodified aptamer. Assignment of most nonexchangeable protons could be carried out following standard bidimensional techniques, and were confirmed with previously reported assignment of native TBA (see Figures 3 and 4 and the Supporting Information for assignment tables).
In the case of the disaccharide conjugates, spectral assignment was complicated due to the presence of additional spin-systems. After sequential assignment, we concluded that these systems correspond to two species, affecting protons in residues G6, T7, and G8 (see Figure 3 ), being both species in slow equilibrium on the NMR timescale. The chemical shifts of one of the conformations are almost coincident with those of the native aptamer.
This effect is not observed in the monosaccharide-TBA conjugates, in which single species are observed. The different behavior between monoand disaccharide conjugates is consistent with the non-denaturating gel experiments. Chemical shift differences between equivalent protons in modified-and unmodified TBA are shown in Figure S4 (the Supporting Information). Most protons in COCs exhibit very similar chemical shifts to the natural TBA except those in residue G1 and in the neighborhood of the TGT loop (mainly, protons in residues G6, T7, and G8). Interestingly, the profile of chemical shift differences is very similar in all the conjugates. Figure 3 . Region of the NOESY spectra of the maltose-TBA conjugate (7) superimposed onto the native TBA (1, pink) spectra. Sequential assignment pathways show the two different species for residues G6, T7 and G8 (labeled in different colors).
NOE data also indicate that all conjugates maintain a similar structure as the native TBA. Exchangeable NOE patterns are consistent with formation of two G-tetrads. The strong intensities of intraresidue NOE crosspeaks between guanine H8 and H1' protons confirmed the syn conformation for the glycosydic angle of G1, G5, G10, and G14. Stacking of the lateral loop thymines, T4 and T13, on top of the adjacent guanines, G2 and G11, is corroborated by several strong NOEs. However, some differences in NOE cross-peaks are observed in the TGT loop suggesting that the carbohydrate affects its structure and alters the interaction of residues G8 and T9 with the nearby tetrad (G1:G6:G10:G15; see Figure 4 and Table S2 in the Supporting Information). Most interestingly, several carbohydrate-DNA NOEs could be detected in all conjugates. The number of these NOEs is particularly high in the case of conjugate 6 (fucose-TBA), most probably due to the presence of a methyl group in this carbohydrate; this resonance is easily identified and does not overlap with other signals of the conjugate (see Figure 4 , top).
The solution structure of conjugate 6 was determined on the basis of experimental NOE constraints. Restrained molecular-dynamics calculations were carried out with the AMBER package as explained in the Methods section in the Supporting Information. A total of 142 distance constraints (10 between carbohydrate and DNA) were used in the calculation (Table S2 , the Supporting Information). Structures were deposited in the Protein Data Bank (2lyg). As shown in Figure 5 , the resulting structures are well-defined. The solution structure of the fucose-TBA conjugate resembles the general fold of the unmodified aptamer. The main differences are in the TGT loopregion in which the fucose moiety displaces the nucleobases of residues G8 and T9 and stacks on top of G1 and G15 (see Figure 5, bottom) . In fact, fucose interaction with the guanine tetrad seems to occur by an induced-fit mechanism. In addition to the stacking interaction with the adjacent tetrad, fucose O5 is at a hydrogen bond distance of one amino proton of G8 (see Figure 6 ). Also, a favorable hydrophobic interaction occurs between fucose and T9 methyl groups ( Figure 6 ). The T7 base tends to insert into the quadruplex groove. The carbohydrate maintains the usual 4C1 chair conformation.
The structure of the conjugate 6 is totally consistent with the observed NOEs and the profiles of chemical shift differences between this conjugate and the native aptamer. Chemical shifts are very sensitive to structural variations. Therefore, the strong similarity between DNA proton resonances in the two monosaccharide-DNA conjugates implies that fucose-TBA and galactose-TBA adopt very similar conformations (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information). Although in the latter the number of carbohydrate-DNA NOEs is lower, this is not due to a different conformation of the galactose in the conjugate, but to the lack of the fucose methyl-group that facilitates the detection of carbohydrate-DNA NOEs.
Inspection of the structure of fucose-TBA shows that the site occupied by the fucose sugar cannot be easily occupied by a disaccharide without further disruption of the TGT loop (see Figure 5 ). Most probably, this is the reason of the two species observed in the NMR spectra of the disaccharide conjugates, and confirmed by electrophoretic gels. 1 H chemical shifts and NOEs suggest that in one species the disaccharide interacts with the G-tetrad disrupting the TGT loop, and in the other, the TGT loop adopts a native-like conformation with the disaccharide mainly disordered ( Figure  7) . Presumably, this second species has a different electrophoretic mobility (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). At the same time, this equilibrium must be affecting the stability of the carbohydrate-TBA conjugate.
It is worth mentioning that the disaccharide-TBA conjugates are not more stable than the monosaccharide-TBA conjugates, as observed in the case of sugar-capping DNA duplexes. [11] [12] The stabilization conferred to the TBA by the different carbohydrates is more difficult to interpret than in the case of carbohydrates stacking at the terminal base of double helices. In the latter, the increase in thermal stability is a direct measurement of a favorable interaction of the carbohydrate with the terminal base pair. However, in TBA conjugates the carbohydrate G-tetrad interaction competes with native nucleobase π-stacking interactions. This event is difficult to circumvent because G-tetrads are rarely exposed to the solvent. In fact, the capping interactions in the terminal G-tetrads affect dramatically the folding topology of the quadruplex.
Interfering with capping interactions by conjugating carbohydrates makes it possible to modulate G-quadruplex folding, since the particular topology adopted by a G-rich oligonucleotide depends strongly on capping interactions between terminal G-tetrads and nucleotides in the loops. In many cases, terminal residues are also involved in these interactions, as observed in human telomeric sequences. As a proof of concept, we have explored the effect of substituting the 5'-terminal thymine of the oligonucleotide 5'-TAGGGTTAGGGT-3' (TEL) with a carbohydrate. TEL folds as a G-quadruplex containing two repeats of the human telomeric sequence, and its structure has been studied by NMR spectroscopy and Xray crystallography. In the crystallographic structure TEL forms a dimeric parallel propeller-like quadruplex. [24] However, in solution, TEL exists in an equilibrium between dimeric parallel and antiparallel structures, being the latter predominant in Na + buffer. [25] As it can be observed in Figure 8 , the NMR spectra of TEL and β-Dglucose-C2-OPO 2 -AGGGTTAGGGT 14 are dramatically different. As previously reported, the TEL spectra exhibit many broad imino signals, indicating the presence of multiple conformations. A similar complexity is observed in the control spacer-OPO 2 -AGGGTTAGGGT conjugate 15 (see Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). However, the imino region of the NMR spectra of the carbohydrate-TEL conjugate 14 shows six sharp signals, indicating clearly the presence of a single conformation. The two-dimensional spectrum of 14 shown in Figure  8 indicates that all guanines are in an anti-conformation. These data are consistent with the formation of a parallel symmetric quadruplex. A complete structural determination of this and other COCs containing telomeric sequences is in progress in our laboratories and will be reported in due time. With the present data we can already conclude that substitution of the 5'-terminal thymine by glucose alters the equilibrium between different species, promoting the formation of a stable parallel quadruplex (see Figure 8 ).
Conclusion
Our studies on sugar-DNA conjugates show that favorable carbohydrate-DNA interactions occur in a G-quadruplex structural context as we have observed in the case of TBA. Carbohydrates stack on top of guanine tetrads, and also interact with loop DNA bases through hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic contacts when they are available (like the interaction between fucose and thymine methyl groups in the fucose-TBA conjugate).
Our results have implications in the design of new G-quadruplex ligands. Until now only aromatic compounds binding through π-π stacking on the guanine tetrad or through van der Waals contacts with the grooves of the G-quadruplex structures have been reported. Our results engage the possibility of developing carbohydrate-based ligands that could bind through CH-π noncovalent forces together with other molecular interactions.
Finally, we have also shown that by conjugating carbohydrates at the 5'-end of G-quadruplex structures, we can alter their folding topology. The success of the modulation is based on manipulating the interaction between the terminal G-tetrads and other residues. The intrinsic versatility of carbohydrates introduces the possibility of modulating G-quadruplex systems in nanomaterials and biomedical applications. Figure S8 : First derivative of the melting curves for TBA control sequences 1 and 3, carbohydrate-TBA conjugates 6, 9 and 10 and TBA derivative 12. S12 Figure S9 : 1 H-NMR spectra (Imino region) of HOCH 2 CH 2 -OPO 2 --AGGGTTAGGGT 15. S14 Table S1 : Melting temperatures for TBA control sequence 1 and carbohydrate-TBA conjugates 6 and 9 at different concentrations. S15 Table S2 : Structurally relevant carbohydrate-DNA NOE contacts for of the carbohydrate-TBA conjugates 5-9. S15 References. S33 Figure S1 : CD spectra of carbohydrate-TBA conjugates (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . H1'  5  6  7  8  9   G1 G2 T3 T4 G5 G6 T7 G8 T9 G10 G11 T12 T13 G14 G15 
Thermal denaturation UV measurements
TBA control oligonucleotides 1-3, carbohydrate-TBA conjugates 4-11 and TBA derivatives 12-13 were hybridized by heating the sample at 90ºC for 3 min and letting cool down to room temperature during 3h. Melting curves for the DNA conjugates were measured in a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 750 UV/Vis spectrophotometer at 295 nm while the temperature was raised from 10 to 80 ºC at a rate of 1.0 ºC/min. Tm values were calculated from the first derivative of the melting curve (using Origin software).
[2]
HPLC chromatograms of carbohydrate oligonucleotide conjugates 4-11 and 14. Maldi-TOF mass spectra of carbohydrate oligonucleotide conjugates 4-11 and 14.
Conjugate
MALDI-TOF spectra were performed using a Perseptive Voyager DETMRP mass spectrometer, equipped with nitrogen laser at 337 nm using a 3ns pulse. The matrix used contained 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP, 10 mg/ml in ACN/ water 1:1) and ammonium citrate (50 mg/ ml in water).
Carbohydrate oligonucleotide conjugates [M-H] calc. [M-H] exp.
β-D-glc-C2-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG ( were acquired with 100 ms mixing time at 5 ºC to reduce the exchange with water. The spectral analysis program Sparky [3] was used for semiautomatic assignment of the NOESY cross-peaks and quantitative evaluation of the NOE intensities.
142 distance constraints with their corresponding error bounds were incorporated into the AMBER [4] potential energy by defining a flat-well potential term. Additional restraints to preserved G-tetrad planarity were included. Restrained molecular dynamics calculations were carried out following protocols described in our previous study. [5] Initial model structures of carbohydrate-TBA conjugates were built from unmodified TBA structure (PDB: 148D) by connecting the carbohydrate and glycerol and phosphate linker with the program Sybyl. The initial structures were refined including explicit solvent, periodic boundary conditions and the Particle-Mesh-Ewald method to evaluate long-range electrostatic interactions. Force field parameters for the carbohydrate moieties were taken from GLYCAM, [6] and the TIP3P model was used to describe water molecules. [7] Analysis of the representative structures as well as the MD trajectories was carried out with the program MOLMOL [8] and the analysis tools of AMBER.
Ten final structures of conjugate 6 obtained from an explicit solvent refinement are displayed in Figure 5A in the main text. The calculations converge to a well-defined structure, with an RMSD for all heavy atoms of 0.4 Å. The final AMBER energies and NOE terms are reasonably low in all the structures, which do not exhibit significant constraint violations.
